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Editors’ Note

Nau mai, haere mai! Welcome to the Scientific’s second issue of Volume Two.

As we jump back into on-campus life, we are all again adjusting into the routine of early wake-ups and 
watching lectures without the comfort of our pyjama pants. On-campus life does have its perks however; 

e ere e cited to see and talk to any of you at t e science carnival and clu  e os it in t e first eek 
back. 

is issue ill e t e first released on ca us since ssue ree, Volu e ne of 202 , and e are t rilled 
y t e o ortunity to finally see so e of you at our launc  events.

We feature plenty of amazing guest writers who span a range of disciplines and topics from the extra-
terrestrial life hypothesis to the exploration of Einstein’s miracles. Our cover article is an adaptation of a 
se ent fro  s s o  o orro s orld , ritten and roduced y sla ristensen, and Stella 

u ins. lla S ears uncovers t e eusociality of oney ees t at ulti ately infor s t e roles and e aviours 
of individuals within a colony. Lucas Tan considers the potential for extra-terrestrial life, exploring a 
multitude of hypotheses that suggests why we are yet to encounter it. Detection of incognito plastics is 
develo ed y Nar iss ale  and u ene n as su er researc  interns in t e use of a an s ectrosco ic 
tec ni ues. astly, ale  odd returns for is t ird instal ent of t e Einstein's Year of Miracles series, titled 
Part 3: Relativity. 

As always, our own executive team has contributed fascinating content for this edition. Writing coordinator 
Sara  oir e lains t e si nificance of acteria and os uito sy iosis in reventin  and ana in  t e 

en ue urden. astly, our treasurer Ale  a le revie s recent develo ents in t e field of ato ic 
clocks and continues to e lain t eir enefits and ore.

A big thank-you to our readers, and special thanks to our guest writers. We are continually amazed by the 
work and passion you all have for engaging and contributing to science communication — whether it be 
picking up the editions or writing a piece yourself.

S ecial t anks to e n o  fro  N ee Ann olytec nic Sin a ore for t eir a a in  art ork t at features 
on our cover page.

Ngā mihi maioha,
Sarah Moir, Writing coordinator for UoA Scientific 2022
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You can think of a reference frame as the camera through 
ic  you are vie in  t e scene. a ine so eone na ed 

Alice is on a train moving at some speed v and passes 
another person named Bob, who is standing still by the side 
of the tracks. A camera centred on Bob would see him as 
stationary and Alice as moving through the shot at a speed 
v. onversely, a ca era trackin  it  Alice ould see er as 
stationary and Bob as moving through the shot with a speed 
v in the other direction. Although we usually think of Bob’s 
reference frame as being ‘more correct,’ this is only because 
we spend most of our time stationary with respect to the 
Earth’s surface. Both perspectives are equally valid.

Su ose o  is t ro in  and catc in  a all for fitness and 
for fun. f e t ro s t e all directly u ards, it ill rise and 
fall without deviating sideways and he will not have to move 
to catch it. Now imagine that Alice repeats this experiment 
on t e train. S e stands still it in t e carria e and t ro s 
the ball directly up. What happens? Does the ball, knowing 
that the ground is moving beneath Alice, start deviating 
towards the back of the carriage, forcing her to move 
to catc  it  No. at er, Alice o serves e actly t e sa e 
behaviour as Bob: the ball rises and falls in a direct line 
above her. None of the physics changes when you change 
reference fra es. ortantly, t at is only true ecause 
the train is not speeding up or slowing down as the ball is 
in the air. Any acceleration will change the result. For that 
reason, e s ecifically deal it  inertial reference frames 
— ones which are not undergoing any acceleration. With 
that established, we can now state the Galilean principle of 
relativity 

The laws of motion are the same 
in all inertial reference frames.

n ot er ords, atter as no referred reference fra e  it is 
impossible to perform an experiment that will tell you which 
inertial fra e of reference you are in. t is very fortunate t at 
t is is true, actually. e art  is urtlin  around t e Sun at 

0  000 k , so t e la s of otion ould e very ar ed 
indeed in everyday life if it mattered that we were not at rest 
co ared it  t e Sun or t e rest of t e ala y . 

A Not-So-Light Matter

Our story now moves forward a couple of hundred years 
fro  alileo to Ja es lerk a ell  anot er scientist 

o is very close to instein on t e ood At ysics 
leaderboard. Maxwell’s most noted contributions to physics 
are the so-called Maxwell’s equations that describe the 

e aviour of t e electric and a netic fields. ere is a 
great deal which can be said about Maxwell’s equations, but 

1

Einstein’s Miracles, Part 3: Relativity
Caleb Todd

Figure 1: Albert Einstein, transcendent genius.

Einstein’s theory of special relativity is among the 
reatest scientific orks ever roduced. e 

content of his third annus mirabilis paper, On the 
Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies, constitutes the 

miracle year’s absolute highest point, and is, to me, the most 
emblematic of what made Einstein such a transcendent 
genius. His ability to see the universe with fresh eyes 
— unburdened by the assumptions built by previous 
generations — and generate a truly original framework will 
be shown in full force.

S ecial relativity c allen es our ost asic notions of 
space, time, and motion. We will not be able to fully develop 
every idea contained in Einstein’s paper, and our approach 
will diverge somewhat from his to keep things simple. 
Nonetheless, you will see how fundamental its subject 
matter is to how we perceive the universe.

Galilean Relativity

The story of special relativity begins hundreds of years 
before Einstein with another truly great physicist: Galileo 
Galilei. Although he is best known for astronomy and 

eliocentris , alileo ade si nificant contri utions to 
t e la s of ec anics. n articular, e for ulated t e so
called Galilean principle of relativity, which constitutes one 
of two fundamental postulates that Einstein used to derive 

is t eory of s ecial relativity . o ever, to understand 
alilean relativity, e ust first take a detour to talk a out 

reference frames.
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A device known as a Michelson interferometer, named 
after its designer Albert Michelson, could detect the relative 
speed of two light waves that travelled in perpendicular 
directions . f t e art  oves relative to t e aet er, t en a 
beam of light travelling parallel to the ‘aether wind’ will move 
at a different speed to one travelling perpendicular to said 

ind. n , Al ert ic elson and d ard orley uilt an 
interferometer that they believed would be precise enough 
to detect that difference. However, when the experiment 

as conducted, t ey detected no a solute aet er ind . 
The Michelson-Morley experiment became perhaps the 
most famous failed experiment in history. 

One candidate explanation for this failure was that the Earth 
dragged the aether with it, perhaps by gravity. That, however, 
failed to explain other observations, like the aberration of 
light. Other explanations were proposed, but there was 
no satisfying physical interpretation of the experiment. 

e outco e of t e ic elson orley e eri ent and 
su se uent re etitions and i rove ents on it  osed 

a or ro le s to t e ysics co unity. So e of you 
may be noticing a close correspondence between this story 
and that of the ultraviolet catastrophe which led Einstein 
to uantu  ec anics in is first annus mirabilis paper: 
an unexpected experimental result and no satisfactory 
e lanation to e found. All of t e est scientific ork 
happens in that space of uncertainty. All of the hardest 
scientific ork, too, ut t at s at iracle years are for.

The Two Postulates

While other scientists tried continuously to rework the 
aether theory to account for the Michelson-Morley null 
result, Einstein did what he did best: thinking so far inside 
the box that it sounds like he’s thinking outside the box. 
Einstein decided to move away from the aether and instead 
returned to Galileo. He asked himself what would happen if 
we took Galilean relativity really seriously. What would that 
i ly  e e an fro  ust t o ostulates 
 

1) The laws of motion are the same in all inertial frames 
    alilean relativity

 
2) The speed of light in a vacuum is c in all inertial 

reference frames 
    a ell s e uations are su ect to alilean relativity

Thus, special relativity was born. As we shall see, the 
consequences of these two postulates are patently absurd. 
But the theory that was born from them has become one 
of t e ost recisely verified and universally acce ted 
theories in the history of science. 

for our purposes, only one fact matters: Maxwell used his 
equations to prove that light is a wave in the electromagnetic 
field t at ill travel in a vacuu  at t e s eed c  00 000 
000 s 2 . is as a triu ant o ent ic  finally 
ans ered one of t e ost si nificant ro le s in ysics, 
namely the nature of light. However, physicists quickly 
noticed that a major issue arose when Maxwell’s result was 
applied to the Galilean principle of relativity. 

Maxwell’s equations 
are laws of physics, 
just like Newton’s 
laws. We know 
from Galileo that 
Newton’s laws of 
motion are the 
same in all inertial 
reference frames, 
so is the same thing 
true of Maxwell’s 
e uations  f so, 
that implies that 
the speed of light 
in a vacuu  is 

c in all reference 
frames, since the speed of light is a direct prediction of 
Maxwell. However, this forces us to conclude a seemingly 
nonsensical result. 

et s return to Alice, o , and t e train. f Alice, on t e train, 
is moving at a speed v with respect to Bob, and Alice throws 
a ball forward at a speed u, then we would naturally expect 
that Bob sees the ball moving forward at a speed v + u. 
However, Galileo and Maxwell are now telling us something 

uite different a out li t. f Alice, instead of t ro in  a 
ball, shoots a beam of light at a speed c, we would expect 
Bob to see it moving at a speed v + c. However, what the 
Galilean principle of relativity would claim, if it applies to 
Maxwell’s equations, is that Bob also sees the beam of light 
moving at a speed c. This seems like a contradiction. How 
can the apparent speed of light not change depending on 
your motion relative to it? Galilean relativity must not apply 
to Maxwell’s equations. For light, there must be such a thing 
as a preferred reference frame, and it is possible to detect 
inertial motion relative to that frame.

Scientists oved uickly to ustify y li t ould ave a 
preferred reference frame. The foremost theory was that 
electro a netic aves ove t rou  so e ediu  called 
t e aet er , and t e s eed of li t is only c with respect to 
t e reference fra e in ic  t e aet er is stationary . f 
so, then the Earth’s motion with respect to the aether ought 
to e detecta le if a su ciently recise e eri ent could 
be devised.

Scientific
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Figure 2: Ja es lerk a ell
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example. Any other reference frame will measure a longer 
ti e interval since v  0 i lies γ  , and t e reater t e 
relative velocity between reference frames, the longer the 
time interval will be.

i e dilation is a s ockin  reality to confront. f you ad 
a twin who became an astronaut and travelled to Alpha 

entauri at a s eed close to t e s eed of li t, t e ourney 
would seem to take around four years to you, but they may 
have only experienced a few weeks. You would still be twins, 
but no longer the same age.

nterestin ly, ti e dilation is a eno enon t at ay allo  
us to feasi ly colonise incredi ly distant lanets. f e find a 
planet on which humans could live but which is thousands of 
lightyears away, it would seem impossible for us to reach it 
before the colonists on the spaceship died. However, due to 
time dilation, a thousand-year journey could constitute just 
a few hours of a colonist’s life if the ship were fast enough. 
Unfortunately, those on Earth would not live long enough 
to find out if t e s i  arrived at its destination, unless our 
lifespans increased by a couple of thousand years.

Length Contraction

The bending of reality does not end with time dilation, 
though. Now let’s imagine that Alice and Bob both try 
to measure the length of the train. To do that, they both 
measure the time taken for the entire train to pass Bob. 
Alice gets:

and Bob gets:

ut re e er t at t and t  are not t e sa e. is ti e, 
our two events are the front and back ends of the train 
passing Bob. These two events happen at the same place 
in Bob’s frame, so he measures the proper time. Alice, 
therefore, measures a time lengthened by a factor of 

Time Dilation

Let’s return to Alice and Bob. Alice, on the train, has a laser 
ic  ill send a ea  of li t fro  t e oor to t e roof  a 

distance of length d. Both Alice and Bob watch this happen 
and measure how much time the light beam seems to take 
to travel t at distance. n t e reference fra e co ovin  
with Alice, which we will call F, the light travels at a speed c, 
and therefore takes a time t = d/c to travel fro  t e oor to 
t e roof. n o s reference fra e, , o ever, t e li t does 
not travel directly vertically, but has some horizontal motion 
as ell. f  is travellin  at a s eed v with respect to F, then 
fro  i .  and usin  yt a oras  t eore  it is clear t at 
Bob sees the light travel a longer distance. We have:

for Alice, but

for Bob. 

Su stitutin  Alices e ression into o s and rearran in  
gives the absurd relation:

Alice and Bob measure completely different time intervals 
et een t e li t leavin  t e oor and ittin  t e roof. i e 

is moving more slowly for Alice!

This phenomenon is known as time dilation. The time 
measured between two events depends on the reference 
fra e you are in. et us define t e factor γ  by

As v increases fro  0 to c, γ increases fro   to infinity. is 
eans t e s ortest ossi le ti e kno n as t e ro er 

ti e  is easured in t e reference fra e in ic  t e t o 
events are stationary ere v  0   Alices fra e, in our 

3

Figure 3: A laser ea  ovin  fro  t e oor to t e roof of a ovin  train fro  t o different ers ectives. Alice sees t e li t ove directly 
upwards, whereas Bob sees it angled to match the changing horizontal position of the train.
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is a universal speed limit: c. Nothing can travel faster than 
the speed of light.

Simultaneity and Causality

With time and space now fully bent — and our brains bent 
with it — let us now turn to a thought experiment that brings 
to light an apparent contradiction in special relativity. Alice’s 
train hurtles towards a tunnel that is half the length of the 
train. At each end of the tunnel are enormous guillotines 
that Bob can control and which would destroy the train if it 
were in the wrong place at the wrong time. When Bob sees 
that the train is exactly in the middle of the tunnel, he drops 

ot  uillotines si ultaneously, ut finds t at not in  at 
all happens to the train. How can that be the case? Well, 
fortunately for Alice t e train as travellin  at 0  t e s eed 
of light, so length contraction meant the train was less than 

alf its ro er len t  and t erefore a le to fit entirely it in 
t e tunnel  in o s fra e of reference.

at sounds all fine and dandy, iven at e kno  a out 
special relativity. The contradiction, however, comes when 
we try to view the same situation in Alice’s frame instead of 

o s. n er fra e, t e train is stationary, and t erefore its 
length is not contracted. Furthermore, the tunnel is moving 
to ards er at 0  t e s eed of li t, and t erefore it is 
contracted to less t an alf its ro er len t  i.e., less t an 

 t e len t  of t e train . ere is no ay for t e train to 
fit entirely inside t e tunnel, and t erefore it is i ossi le 
for it to survive when the guillotines drop simultaneously. 
t ould see , t en, t at Alice sees er train ein  cut into 

pieces. How can the train be destroyed according to one 
observer, but remain unscathed according to another? 
Though different observers will perceive space and time 
differently, they must surely agree on what actually happens 
to the train, right? 

a a. Su stitutin  t at relations i  into t ese t o len t  
equations yields:

So t e si e of an o ect  t e distance et een t o oints 
— depends on the reference frame as well. The longest 

ossi le len t  kno n as t e ro er len t  is easured in 
the reference frame in which the object is stationary — Alice’s 
frame, where the train is motionless. The object’s length in 
any other reference frame is shortened by larger and larger 
proportions as the relative speed between reference frames 
increases. This is length contraction.

Velocity Transformations

As we have seen, both time and space are distorted when 
comparing inertial reference frames. We must expect, 
t en, t at t e velocity of an o ect o  uickly its osition 
c an es as ti e increases  ill also defy our intuition. f 
Alice throws a ball forward on the train at a speed u, at what 
speed u′ ill o  easure it to e travellin  re instein, 
the answer would be u + v. ost instein, o ever, t e 
answer becomes something more bizarre:

is e uation as an i ortant conse uence. f Alice 
throws the ball at the speed of light, i.e., if u = c, then the 
speed Bob measures is:

n ot er ords, so et in  travellin  at t e s eed of li t in 
one reference frame is travelling at the speed of light in any 
reference frame. This was one of our postulates, so we are 
seeing that the theory of special relativity is self-consistent. 
Furthermore, any speed u in any reference frame v will 
always be measured as less than the speed of light. There 

Scientific
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fraction of the speed of light. The larger γ 
becomes, the more distorted space and time 
are when compared across reference frames.
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entities. However, the more you learn about special relativity, 
t e ore linked t ese t o as ects of reality eco e. ndeed, 
Einstein’s third annus mirabilis a er unified t e  t rou  
the concept of a spacetime interval.

Before special relativity, we believed that distances were the 
sa e no atter at reference fra e you ere in. f t o 
objects are separated by distances x, y, and z in the three 
spatial dimensions we experience, then the value r2 = x2 + 
y2 + z2 was invariant across frames of reference. However, 
we now know that length contraction exists and therefore 
the Euclidean distance r is not preserved. As length is 
contracted, t ou , ti e is dilated. So, instein as a le to 
discover a new value called the spacetime interval between 
two events, s2 = t2 - x² + y² + z2, that was the same in any 
reference frame. The spacetime interval replaces the notion 
of distance in s ecial relativity. S ace and ti e ere no 
longer separate entities, but rather two parts of a larger 
fabric of spacetime. This is why we now say that we live in a 
four dimensional universe, as opposed to  three. 

S aceti e addresses t e interestin  oddity in s ecial 
relativity t at is t e universal s eed li it. t see s stran e 
that any speed is possible less than c, but nothing can move 
faster. t s al ost asy etrical in t at ay. en s ace and 
ti e are unified, t ou , a rat er leasin  resolution to t at 
awkwardness manifests itself. We know that the faster a 
reference frame is moving, the more slowly time is passing 
in t at reference fra e. n ot er ords, t e faster so et in  

oves t rou  s ace, t e slo er it oves t rou  ti e. So, 
it is not really the case that any speed is possible; instead, 
there is only one speed. So e o ects are stationary and are 
moving forward through time at a ‘speed’ c, while others are 

The resolution of this paradox comes by challenging 
so et in   i licitly assu ed in y descri tion of 
what Alice sees. Just because the two guillotines drop 
simultaneously in Bob’s reference frame does not mean 
they drop simultaneously in Alice’s reference frame. Alice 
survives in her own reference frame because she sees 
t e far uillotine dro  first efore s e reac es it , t en a 
pause before the rear guillotine drops after she has passed 
it by. The order of events can depend on the reference 
frame through which they are viewed! The concept of 
time in special relativity is entirely different to what we 
normally experience. There is no absolute ‘present’ across 
all reference frames, and different observers can disagree 
on the order in which events occur. This is the relativity of 
simulteneity.

e final co lication to t is rearran e ent of events is 
causality. f one event causes anot er, t eir order cannot 
be switched. Fortunately this is accounted for in special 
relativity via the universal speed limit c. t is only ossi le for 
one event to cause another if a signal travelling at the speed 
of li t or slo er  can leave t e first event and reac  t e 
second one on ti e. f t ey are too far a art, no infor ation 
a out t e first event can in uence t e second. e at s 
of special relativity says that the order of two events can 
only be switched if a beam of light could not travel between 
them, so causality is preserved.

Spacetime

rou out t is article,  ave een referrin  to s ace and 
ti e se arately, ut al ost al ays in con unction. re
Einstein, space and time were viewed as entirely disjoint 

5

Figure 5: Ten years after inventing special relativity, Einstein would take the idea of spacetime even further. His general theory of relativity 
descri es ravity as curvature in s aceti e, leadin  to dia ra s suc  as t is ac uired fro  n in .co .
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and as eco e, alon  it  uantu  field t eory, one of 
the two pillars of modern physics. Without special relativity, 
though, general relativity would not have been possible.

S ecial relativity is an e traordinary to ic t at forces you to 
really think like a scientist — casting off your assumptions. 
We are now three papers into Einstein’s ‘miracle year’, and it 
is eco in  increasin ly clear y 0  is no  kno n y 
t at na e. e fourt  and final annus mirabilis paper will be 
an elaboration on some aspects of special relativity which 
we have not mentioned, notably giving rise to the most 
famous equation in history: E = mc2. That will be the topic of 
my next article here in UoA Scientific. 

using some of their speed to move through space instead, 
and hence move more slowly through time. Everyone and 
everything is travelling at the speed of light, just in different 
directions. 

Not the End

is article is overly lon  already, yet  aven t even covered 
half of what Einstein spoke about in his paper, nor was this 
the last paper he wrote on the subject. Furthermore, you 
may have been wondering why we call special relativity 
"special" relativity, not just relativity. The answer is that 
special relativity is merely a special case — a subset — of 
the more general theory of general relativity, which also 
incorporates non-inertial frames of reference. General 
relativity as unleas ed on t e orld y instein in  
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ale  is a esearc  and eac in  Assistant in t e e art ent of ysics at UoA ne ly finis ed it  is 
Sc ons  de ree. is researc  is in nonlinear o tics and laser ysics  in articular, t e dyna ics and control 

of ultrashort pulses of light.

Caleb Todd - BSc (Hons), Physics
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entry into t e cell for a lification and re lication  2 . 
Another pathway, the Antibody-Dependent Enhancement 
A  at ay, is associated it  reater disease severity 

or potentially fatal dengue shock syndrome. The ADE 
pathway exploits processes of the immune system. Fc 
i une cell rece tors ind anti odies ound to at o en 

NV  for endocytosis ut also act to lock key antiviral 
molecules such as cytokines, which are regulators of the 
i une res onse . NV acts to decrease transcri tion 
and translation of ro in a atory cytokines and increase 
transcri tion and translation of anti in a atory cytokines. 
Suc  i alanced in a atory res onses cause inner 
blood vessel lining pathology and vascular leakage, leading 
to y ovole ic s ock 2 . en ue revalence is attri uted 
to Aedes aegypti’s life-long infectiousness and high 
transmission, but the spread of Dengue is compounded by 
social and environmental contributors discussed in coming 
c a ters 2 . 

Wolbachia

To control the dengue burden, research in vaccines, 
antivirals, and vector-control has been discernible over the 

ast decade . o ever, lack of effective vaccines as 
left vector control the pertinent method for reducing viral 
s read . ndosy iont Wolbachia’s protection against 
si nificant infection of NA viruses, and t us reduction 
of dengue infectivity in Aedes aegypti, has been known 
for years despite the lack of consensus on the underlying 
mechanisms. Wolbachia are maternally inherited bacteria 
kno n to infect  of insect s ecies, yet do not naturally 
infect Aedes aegypti . ortunately artificial infection is 
feasible, thus, opening the door to potentially effective and 
naturally dispersive vector control. 

an et al.  ro osed t e esta lis ent of sy iosis 
between Wolbachia and its host to increase pathogen 
resistance. Wolbachia exploits host innate immunity by 
activatin  toll and i une deficiency  ioc e ical 
pathways. This is via activating pattern recognition receptors   

roteins ca a le of reco nisin  at o enic olecules    
both  of which induce the expression of antimicrobial peptides, 

ic  in turn induce overe ression of antio idants. an et 
al. acknowledge that it is unknown how these pathways 
reduce DENV infection and facilitate symbiosis, although it 
is clear upregulation of such pathways increases Wolbachia 
presence. For example, antioxidant enzymes induced by 
Toll pathways are suspected to enhance Wolbachia fitness 

. is is su orted in anot er study, ere increasin  
y surviva ility in y ero ic conditions as s o n to ave 
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Mysterious Wolbachia Bacterium 
Helps Fight the Dengue Virus
Sarah Moir

If you re travelin  to t e ari ean, ndonesia, Australia, or 
any tro ical cli ate really ere else ould you oliday , 
falling ill to the dengue virus may be in the back of your 
mind. And you would be smart to pack the mosquito 

repellant; dengue fever is a serious and potentially fatal 
disease it out any s ecific treat ent nor reventative 

edicine. ore si nificantly, den ue urdens illions of 
people that inhabit the endemic habitat of Aedes aegypti, 
the carrier mosquito; endemicity that is rapidly spreading 
towards European and North American populations thanks 
to climate change. Over the past decade, reported dengue 
virus NV  cases to  as increased ei t fold to 

.2 illion in 20  . Asia dis ro ortionately re resents 
0  of t e den ue urden, t ou t to e an effect of ra id 

ur anisation and lo al ar in  . us, social and 
environmental issues should be taken into consideration 
when responding to the dengue outbreak. The lack of viable 
vaccines and s ecific treat ent s otli ts Wolbachia 
bacterium as a cheap and effective solution through a 
somewhat known, yet mysterious, symbiosis. 

en ue is a ositive strand NA ar oviral disease of t e four 
seroty es NV , elon in  to t e lavivirus fa ily 2 . 
Aedes aegypti mosquitoes are its primary vector, facilitating 
t e carryin  and s read of NV a on st o ulations . 
Humans also reservoir DENV, infecting mosquitoes who 
feed on t e  . e route do n NV infection involves 
E proteins embedded within the viral lipid membrane, of 
which bind to cellular receptors to initiate endocytosis 

Figure 1: os uito i a e y o es  eda kar fro  Uns las .
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f you aven t t ou t a out V  enou , t e latest 
ande ic e e lifies t e ays in ic  increasin  

viral transmission in a warmed and urban climate may 
indirectly i act t e den ue urden. o infections, lack 
of discri ination et een V  and NV in ot  
clinical presentations and diagnostic methods, as well as 
access to healthcare may overrun such systems and put 

atients at furt er risk . o unities vulnera le to suc  
consequences of global warming and rapid urbanisation 
reinforces the need to explore beyond purely biological 
solutions. 
 
Dengue is considered as one of the fastest growing viral 
diseases today, now extending beyond endemic boundaries 
conse uential to ur anisation and lo al ar in  . Vector 
control methods using Wolbachia bacteria is a promising 
area of research. However, unresolved consensus on the 
mechanisms of DENV control leaves more research to be 
done. Not only is Wolbachia potentially protective against 
dengue, but also for other diseases including malaria, yellow 
fever, and zika. Wolbachia is t us a si nificant acteriu  
t at ay otentially lead t e fi t a ainst os uito orne 
disease for the protection of human health over the coming 
years.

high antimicrobial peptide and antioxidant 
resence . Anti icro ial e tides 

potentially maintain the Wolbachia niche 
in preventing the growth of microbial 

ora it in os uitos . As descri ed 
above, Wolbachia’s exploitation of a host’s 
immune response allows it to beat its 
microbial competitors. Evidently, boosting 
mosquito immunity with Wolbachia could 
both amplify Wolbachia titer o ulations  
and resistance to DENV.

A secondary speculated mechanism 
suggests Wolbachia may out-compete 
DENV for important host cell components 
including cholesterol, by which Wolbachia 
nor Flavivirus’ have the biosynthetic 
capability to synthesise autonomously. 
nterestin ly, NV re uires c olesterol in 

order to replicate and cause pathogenesis 
. e si nificance of co etition et een Wolbachia 

and DENV is yet to be determined, however, it sounds like it 
could be a key area of focus in future studies.
 
Thinking beyond Wolbachia

The importance of DENV control is reinforced when 
considering the implications of both urbanisation and 
global warming on the dengue burden. Aedes aegypti 
survival, reproduction and transmission are promoted by 
increase in temperature, annual precipitation and humidity 

0 . an lades  e e lifies o  Aedes aegypti exploit 
suc  cli atic s ifts ere t e 20 20  re onsoon 
season saw seven times more dengue cases than the 
2000 20  season . a id ur anisation as also 
linked to increasin  den ue cases in an lades . oor 
health care, infrastructure, sanitation, waste disposal, and 
drainage facilitates increased transmission and mortality in 
suc  etro olitan a lo erates 2 . ot  lo al ar in  
and urbanisation extend Aedes aegypti habitat beyond 
ende icity ere u an interaction it  oonotic ani al

orne  disease increases it  deforestation and e tension 
into wild habitat whilst tropical boundaries continually 
stretc  to ard t e oles . n 20 , a ro i ately  
of the global population was modeled to inhabit dengue risk 
areas, and as ro ected to increase to 0  in 20 0 0 .
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Sara  is in er t ird year of study at UoA as a iolo y a or. nterested in disease, i unolo y, and develo ent, 
she is excited to dive into postgraduate study over the following years.

Sarah Moir - BSc, Biological Sciences

Figure 2: oor infrastructure, draina e and sanitation are de icted as a conse uence of 
rapid urbanisation in Vietnam. Vietnam, like Bangladesh, manages the dengue burden 

seasonally and it  increasin  severity. a e y ony a  oan  fro  Uns las .
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ea on of c oice, a an S ectrosco y  t e detection 
method that gives the possibility of pinning nanoparticle 
contaminants on our pollution radar.

Raman Spectroscopy

By shining a red light onto a material, you would expect 
t e e act sa e colour to e re ected ack. A a an 
spectrometer, however, can measure that a small fraction 
of t is re ected li t is a different colour. is is a result 
of molecular vibrations causing a change in the energy, 
and therefore, the frequency of the light being scattered. 
As each chemical bond has its own associated energies, 
individual onds e . ,  and rou s of onds 
e. . en ene rin s  e i it different ener y s ifts and 

t erefore, can e identified y t eir eak osition in t e 
a an s ectra. e enefits of a an are t e incredi ly 

simple sample preparation and non-destructive nature of 
c aracterisation . t is ty ically an effective tec ni ue for 

oly er identification  o ever, nano lastics are una le 
to generate signals strong enough to give rise to spectral 

eaks. So, o  can e use t is vi rational tec ni ue to 
detect nanoplastics?

Surface en anced a an s ectrosco y S S  is a 
technique introduced to overcome some of the limitations 
of traditional a an s ectrosco y. y usin  etallic 
nano articles, t e electric field surroundin  t e etal 
surface is en anced, allo in  t e a lification of scatterin  
signals when interacting with the analyte. 

Our Approach

As su er interns art of rofessor uncan c illivray s 
Soft atter rou , e lea ed into t is e citin  ro ect, 
developing methodology for the detection of polystyrene 
nanoparticles. The studies involved the synthesis of 
s erical old nano articles AuN  actin  as our 

9

The Plastic Pandemic

With the mass production of plastic in the 
0 s, u ans ave co e to live lives of 

convenience and ease. What manufacturers 
didnt antici ate as t e vast distances 

across which these plastics would eventually travel 
  re ote laces suc  as t e alcony of t. verest  

and Antarctic ice cores 2 , t e di estive tracts of arine 
or anis s , even in our o n lood . t s every ere. 
Although the idea of plastic pollution has been around since 
t e 0 s , it asnt een until t is year t at t e e tensive 
impacts of this have been acknowledged. The beginning of 
March marked a historic event in which the United Nations 
declared y 202  to ave created an international treaty 
addressing the plastic problem at each stage of its lifecycle. 
From looking at more environmentally friendly alternatives 
to the management of its waste, the treaty is an awesome 
step in the right direction. 

However, many of the mitigation steps still require us to 
know exactly where our plastic is in order to help regulatory 
co unities assess t eir risk. lastic in t e environ ent is 
fragmented and degraded into smaller particles via various 
natural processes; UV-induced, thermal, and microbial 

rocesses to na e a fe  . e lastic lifecycle is lon . 
ar e ulk  lastics de rade slo ly into t e ell kno n 
icro lastics akin to t ose of e foliant eads in face 

scru s , and eventually eat erin , fra entin  over ti e 
in various environ ents  into s aller nano lastics. lastic 

de radation is infinite, and as iven rise to t e scientific 
quest of detecting these seemingly ‘invisible’ plastics. 
Microplastics and larger fragments already have methods 
of detection and isolation that are long established; however, 
their even smaller counterparts, nanoplastics, have slipped 
under the radar, incognito if you will. 

nly e er in  in scientific literature in t e last seven years, 
the implications of nanoplastics for human health and the 
environment are still riddled with uncertainties. Nanoplastics 
t e selves are yet to ave a standardised definition of t eir 
size. The issue stems from the vastly different physical and 
chemical properties these nano-sized materials exhibit,  
and by their behavior, while interacting in our macroscopic 
world. Understanding these materials seems unattainable 
for no . ile e co at t e nano lastic t reat socially, 

t e first line of active defense co es it  detection. it  
our research, we reached our small victory in just that. 
Nanoplastics are invisible no more.

Before things get underway, let us introduce to you our 

Going Incognito: The Invisible 
Universe of the Nanoplastic Pandemic
Eugene In & Nargiss Taleb

Figure 1. olystyrene olecule.
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Finding Nanoplastics — Unveiling the ‘Invisible’ 
Nano-world

Our results were astounding, with consistent enhancement 
of characteristic styrene peaks from our analyte of interest, 

ic  as ositively c ar ed 20 n  olystyrene a co on 
lastic . Selective olystyrene eak en ance ent si nals 

over t e filter a er atri  it  an AuN  ca ed surface 
as key to recordin  successful S S si nals. 

it  S S effects, e can uantify t e increase in si nal 
stren t  via calculation of t e en ance ent factor e 

ill s are you fro  t e at . Selective styrene eak 
en ance ents resented en ance ent factors of 0

0, and in so e cases, 0 0 ti es t e ori inal si nal 
stren t  ere identified i . . cludin  t e 20 n  AuN  

las on and at  n , styrene related a an si nals 
include t e aro atic  rin  defor ation 20 c ,  
rin  stretc  00  c , and  in lane defor ation 0 0 
cm . it  t is kno led e, e furt er e lored t e li it of 
detection of t e filter a er S S su strate it  a an 
measurements of samples with lower concentrations of 

olystyrene 00, 00, 0, 0,  and  . ro  t is 
we found consistent nanoplastic detection of polystyrene at 
concentrations of 0  , with instances of an all-time 
lo est detection li it of    when compared to recent 
literature outputs.

electric field en ancin  aterial, t is ein  used to detect 
olystyrene nano lastics as our analyte of interest i . . 

o lay t e foundations, a atc  of ca. 20 n  AuN s ere 
synt esised via an e eri entally o ti ised everse 

urkevic  et od , ic  involves a articular ordered 
addition of key reagents. This method was named after 
t e ori inal u lication y urkevic  et al. in , for t e 
synthesis of nano-sized spherical particles between the size 
ran e of 0 to 0 n  . rens in  revised t is et od 
for ensurin  onodis ersity unifor  article si es  of 
colloidal old nano articles 0 . e ori inal urkevic  
method requires a certain order of reagent addition 
c loroauric acid Au l4  to trisodiu  citrate Na3 6H5O , 

with the reversed method requiring the inverse starting 
material addition — trisodium citrate added to the boiling 

old solution. e onodis ersed AuN  sus ension as 
synt esied via re u , ivin  it an overall c aracteristic ru y 
red colour t ink cran erry uice . 

Using this suspension, we created a system analogous to 
an o en sand ic . e first layer or t e read  is a cellulose 
filter a er. e AuN  sus ension once diluted as i ed 
to et er it  a    positively charged polystyrene 
sus ension i . 2 , and as de osited dro casted  like a 
s read  onto t e filter a er. nce dried, t e onoc ro atic 
red laser  n  of t e a an S ectro eter is s one 

t rou  a 0 icrosco e lens at 0  o er. ur 
vibrational spectral data was collected from a wavenumber 
ran e of 200 00 c , it  a 20 s scan ac uisition ti e. 
An example of the experimental set up is seen in Fig. 3, Fig. 
4.
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Figure 2. e syste  of AuN s  and olystyrene  a re ates 
in a  i ture due to avin  o osite c ar es.

Figure 3. nside a a an S ectro eter lies a sa le of a AuN
olystyrene syste  dro casted onto cellulose filter a er.
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fro  ca. 00 0, it  an instance of en ance ent 
erfor ance of ca. 0 0 across various AuN  atc es. ur 

findin s ut to uestion o  t e inter article distancin  
et een t e AuN  and S s eres ec anis  effect t e 

enhancement factors, which can be explored using more 
complex methods such as small angle neutron-scattering 
SANS , and s all an le ray scatterin  SA S . o do t is, 

a trip across the ditch to our Australian friends would be 
required. 

Whilst we are far from reaching complex detection 
of nanoplastics from an environmental system with 
various competing matrices, our research questions 
the realm of nanomaterial toxicity in and around our 
co le , acrosco ic orld. Suc  researc  into t e 
complex nanoplastic interactions are still to be pioneered. 
Nevertheless, a positive step forward in combatting and 
unveiling the ‘invisible’ plastics in simple systems offer a 
great potential for building on a foundation of nanoplastic 
detection et ods, and is a s all contri ution ut er a s 
t e ulti ate key  in nanoto icolo y researc . 

Although we had successful results in a laboratory setting, 
these are not necessarily representative of its native state in 
t e environ ent. e effect of salt Na l  as tested usin  

0 and 00  concentrations, t is ein  ysiolo ically 
and sea ater relevant, res ectively. t as found t at our 
a ility to detect nano lastics ad reduced y a factor of 0, 
and our syste s li it of detection as reduced to 00  
mL .

Conclusion and Future Work

ased on our filter a er ased investi ation to uncover t e 
see in ly invisi le  olystyrene eaks, t e develo ed S S 
syste  resented a ro ust and e cient detection et od 
for dilute nano lastics in a selective anner. onsistent and 
reproducible styrene peak enhancements at characteristic 
vibrational spectroscopic stretching modes were isolated — 
with ability to enhance dilute concentrations of nanoplastics. 
Stron  en ance ents of ositively c ar ed olystyrene 

ere identified, it  a relia le li it of detection of 0  
mL , and even as lo  as   . Notably, the average 
en ance ent factor of olystyrene a an eaks ran ed 

11

Figure 4. A sc e atic illustration for t e filter a er syste  develo ed in t is ork.

Figure 5. A re resentative surface en anced a an s ectra for S 20 .0   it  AuN  
oran e  and non en anced S 20 200   lack .
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The Future
of Food

University of Auckland Scientific, July 2022, Vol. 2, No. 213

An adapted interview with Dr Rosie Bosworth from 95bFM’s ‘Tomorrow’s World’ 
about what the future holds for the mass production of meat.
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The idea of lab grown food, which Dr Bosworth refers to as 
‘biotech’, has been rising in popularity. Even large fast food 
c ains suc  as ur er in  ave released eyond eat  
and ossi le  oods ur ers. 

So o  do t ese cell ased eat rocesses stack u  
sustaina ly  A life cycle assess ent A  considerin  
the eutrophication, potential land use requirements, and 
greenhouse gas emissions of these alternative proteins 
co ared to c icken, la , and eef i   s o  a etter 

erfor ance for cell ased eats . o ever, currently t e 
energy consumption used by cell-based meat production 
exceeds all alternatives. 

Cellular agriculture 

[cellular agriculture is] “Taking cells from animals and 
growing these actual cells outside the animal.  By 

feeding them a carbohydrate feed stock, we don’t need 
all the energy source to produce that we do to grow 

animals over time to slaughter or raise as dairy cows. 
Another really cool process that’s being advanced right 
now to produce dairy proteins and other molecules is 

precision fermentation. Precision fermentation involves 
programming yeast or fungi to produce the very same 

proteins and molecules like milk or cheese, without the 
animal, in large vats. Essentially, the cow is becoming an 

old piece of tech.”
 
As a response to the long-term environmental degradation 
that traditional livestock agriculture creates, biotechnologists 

ave conceived a ne  route of caterin  to t e 2 st century 
human’s desire for meat: cellular agriculture. As Dr Bosworth 
mentions, the process is essentially taking a piece of animal 
tissue, relevant to the section of the animal we want to 
consume. Then, these cells are cultured, and given all of 
the nutrients in vitro that they would receive in vivo. They 

ro  to aturity in a ioreactor ic  is si ly any an
ade vessel t at carries out iolo ical rocesses  in t e 

sa e anner an entire or anis  ould ro  in a field, and 
reach the same fate that such an organism would: they’re 
harvested, and processed appropriately. 

There are two distinct processes included in cellular 
agriculture, and they’re not limited to producing ‘meat’. 
Acellular products can create things like milk, for example, 
using a starter culture, inserting the gene that produces 
milk, an animal protein, into a microorganism. This means 
the process of milk production then occurs in a lab, outside 
of an animal, so we skip all of the excess maintenance of the 
animal that would occur, and jump right to the end result; the 
animal protein we desire. This is the process by which most 
medical insulin is made, and the host microorganism in that 
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Our eatin  a its re ect our iolo ical needs, 
cultural practices, and accessibility to 
resources. Aotearoa is facing mounting 
sustainability issues and Fonterra has recently 

been named the highest carbon emitter in the country, 
after re ortin  over  illion tonnes of reen ouse as 
e issions to t e nviron ental rotection Aut ority. 

r osie os ort  is a s ecialist in t e future of food, 
it  a  in environ ental innovation and sustaina le 

tec nolo y develo ent. e intervie ed er in 202  on 
our radio segment, titled Tomorrow’s World, which airs on 
95bFM. We decided to revive this interview in light of growing 
food sustainability concerns for Aotearoa, and adapt it into 
a print article exploring the future of food. While it is well 
known that changing to a plant-based diet mitigates the 
effects of climate change in a myriad of ways, for some, a 
stark s ift to entirely lant ased ust isn t feasi le. So, at 
could diets look like in the future if the entire planet can’t go 
strictly vegan? 

Is a vegan diet more sustainable?

Historically humans have consumed meat to satisfy 
nutritional needs. With hunting related to high danger 
risks and ener y de and, a s ift to intensified a ricultural 
practices has increased with patterns of urbanisation 

. o ever as ealt  and resource e traction as 
concentrated into some regions, and populations have 
increased globally, the type and quantity of food produced 

as c an ed dra atically. n t e last four decades lo al 
eat roduction t rou  a riculture as increased y 20 , 
it  0  of t e lo al land surface area used for ani al 
roduction 2 . 

The normative practices of consuming meat within a daily 
diet has contributed to biodiversity loss and increased 
greenhouse gas emissions. However it is important to 
consider that the consumption of any resource comes at an 
expense. We asked Dr Bosworth how sustainable a vegan 
diet is:

“It is complicated, vegan food has so many types of ‘plant 
based’ options – some of which are being criticised for 
having a large footprint themselves – like almond milk. 
But there are now also more and more advancements in 

science and biotech which mean we can even produce the 
same proteins as those found in animals or dairy proteins 

themselves, without the animals, that don’t require the 
use of plants as substitutes . When you’re  looking at 

plant based milks, almond milk  gets a worse reputation 
than other plant based milks like oat or coconut, but even 

when you compare almond to dairy it is markedly more 
environmentally friendly, especially in terms of water use.”

University of Auckland Scientific, July 2022, Vol. 2, No. 2
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The inverse of these arguments is a tricky conversation: 
Gene-editing may be perceived as tied up with the ethics of 
‘playing God’, and the implicit debate within these questions 
as to at t e definition of life  is. f course, t ese cells 
are ‘living’, but are they sentient? And how does that make 
a difference to how they should be treated? Answers to 
these questions are value-laden and boil down to a pretty 
detri ental issue for t e rocess if left unresolved. f eo le 
are unsure about how they feel about this new technology, 
t ey A  on t artici ate or  ill actively rally a ainst 
the concept. There’s little point in developing technologies 
such as this, if they won’t be accepted and adopted by the 

o ulus. Science often o erates as a kno led e seekin  
exercise, and as catering to the needs and desires of the 
population; if no one’s using it, it’s a dead end. 

Manipulating soy to mimic meat textures and tastes

“Heme (or leghaemoglobin) is a molecule found in cows 
but can also be bio-fermented and harvested using the 

same DNA found in soy root nodules. It’s what gives meat 
that umami aroma and meaty rich smell and taste. [This is 
important because the] average consumer wants a similar 
experience with meat burgers – not a rubbery or bland soy 

product. There’s a sensory experience that tofu may not 
give, and we need to offer the same sensory experience to 

get mainstream audiences to switch over.”

As an alternative to cellular agriculture, the biofermentation 

case is generally E. coli. These engineered microorganisms 
do all the work for us, and are markedly lower maintenance 
than farming an entire cow. 

ellular a riculture, alternatively, takes s ecific tissue fro  
a biopsy, and is grown similarly to acellular products, with 
a scaffold and nutrients. ts differentiation is t e fact t at 
living cells are being cultured, rather than proteins. The main 
part of the meat we eat is muscle tissue, so this is where the 
biopsy is taken from. 

Ethics

e et ics of cellular a riculture  could fill t o entire 
volumes of this publication alone, so we’ll simply outline 
them. There’s a pro-stance, which argues that since we’re 
avoiding the raising of livestock purely for the use of their 
resources and inevitable slaughter, the process aids animal 
welfare. And it’s easy to see the arguments for this; we 
do indeed clearly bypass the possibilities of inhumane 
treat ent, ecause e don t ave a ole or anis  in t e 
traditional sense  to deal it . t also ties in neatly it  t e 
argument of sustainability; by avoiding the raising of a whole 
cow, we avoid the emissions that said cow creates, simply 
by its existence. That’s avoiding a lot of emissions even 
before we get to the supply chain points of maintenance, 
space, land use, water consumption, then the myriad of 
processing that needs to happen after the animal’s demise. 
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Figure 1. o arison of t e environ ental i act of eat and eat analo s. ata are nor ali ed to t e i act 
of beef production. Eutrophication does not include data for mycoprotein. Land, emissions and energy data for 

yco rotein ere ada ted fro  a 20  A. ata for eef, ork, c icken and  ere ada ted fro  a 20  life 
cycle assess ent. ata for  ere ada ted fro  an i ossi leTM eef A land, eutro ication, e issions  and a 
Beyond Meat  life cycle assess ent ener y use . i ure ada ted fro  u io et al., 2020.
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Environmental psychology and the value-action gap 

When we consider what we will be serving for our University 
reunion dinner in twenty years time, we may be leaning 
towards in vitro meats. Although a vegan diet offers many 

enefits, t e sensory e erience and cultural ties to eatin  
food associated with emotions of satisfaction will remain 

. en you kno  so et in  tastes ood, your taste 
sense works through chemosensory where a chemical 
sti ulus on a nerve endin  taste ud  is ediated t rou  
taste and smell, and naturally our bodies like things that give 
us ener y, suc  as su ars and car o ydrates . e asked 

r osie os ort  o  future food develo ers considered 
this:

“When we think about food, future foods don't want to 
consider themselves as food tech or science start ups, 

especially when positioning themselves for the end 
consumer. By and large they still consider themselves as 
a producer of tasty food, that is the most important bit.”

The cultural and sensory process of eating meat can be 
related to environmental psychology, modelled by the 
value action a   . Alt ou  e ay e a are of t e 
environ ental and ealt  enefits of eatin  less eat, 
there are stronger values such as convenience, habits, and 
satisfaction that result in continued meat eating behaviour. 
A 202  Ne  ealand uestionnaire found t at an o nivore 
diet as t e ost revalent dietary cate ory . . 

ender en  and olitical ideolo ies conservatis  
predicted lower probabilities of transition from a meat to 
no eat diet .

As climate concerns, food production demands and ethical 
tensions continue to grow it will be interesting to see which 
food technologies gain mainstream traction. This is where 
future foods such as cell-grown meats may come out as 
the top dish. 

of heme may provide another solution to people’s rejection 
of plant-based alternatives. As important as taste is, it’s 
not the only component in the sensory experience of food. 
As Dr Bosworth explains, heme can be found in cows, and 
is utilised by meat substitution products to recreate the 
‘mameme aroma’ experience, which can be so imperative to 
enjoying meat products. 

Haemoglobin is the source of heme in cows, but can be 
replaced with sensational likeness by leghemoglobin in a 
food context. Leghemoglobin is found in the root nodules 
of soy and ot er le u es, and fi es nitro en as soy lants 
grow. The two are oddly similar, which is why leghemoglobin 
has been appropriated for the purpose of mimicking ‘blood’ 
in plant-based foods. 

There are many methods of accessing heme in 
leghemoglobin. The most intuitive one is digging up the 
roots of soy plants, and extracting the goodness inside for 
our purposes. However, this does seem counterintuitive if 
part of the aim is to be more sustainable – ripping up acres 
of cro s for t eir roots doesn t uite fit. So, researc ers 
found another way to produce leghemoglobin: fermentation. 
Again, our tiny microorganism friends help us battle climate 
change.

Fermentation for heme production involves using genetically 
engineered yeast, which has been inserted with the gene for 
le e o lo in roduction in soy, t is ene is 2  . e 
ancient process of fermentation then ensues, and a whole 
batch of yeast, working hard to produce leghemoglobin, 
is created. t is si ilar to t e acellular a riculture rocess. 
After this, it’s simply a matter of isolating the leghemoglobin 
produced, and adding it to whatever meat substitute a 
company desires.
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represented as multicellular organisation, of which stems 
eusocial behaviour. 

n t e case of our eloved oney ees, t e ulti le 
replicating entities can be seen as the bees themselves, 
the colony is the matter which they remain together in, and 
hence the hive becomes the entire replicating system.

The division of two castes inside the honey bee hive is 
funda ental to t e si nificant success of t e s ecies. e 
morphologically distinct queen is responsible for colony 
founding, dispersal, and egg-laying while the workers perform 
tasks such as colony defence, nursing, and foraging in order 
to maintain the colony, yet do not reproduce themselves 
2 . n order to kee  t is syste  successful in its o eration 
and avoid the establishment of any individuals developing 
‘cheating’ methods that enable them to reproduce, workers 
are morphologically constrained by a lack of functioning 
or ans for se ual re roduction .

Today, eusociality takes the form of adult offspring 
remaining in the colony to help their mother reproduce; 
instead of doin  so t e selves .

Cooperative brood care:

Workers in the Apis genus who exhibit distinct morphological 
differences from their queen are restricted to only gaining 
indirect fitness y el in  to rear related offs rin . e 
colony s inclusive fitness is t erefore a function of t eir 
reproductive output, with total offspring production 
depending on the quality of the queen and her mate, and of 
the cooperation of the workers. Much of the colony’s social 
life t erefore revolves around rood care .

e fitness enefits t at oney ees inside t e colony 
receive from cooperative brood care means that they 
continue to work in this system, despite seemingly going 
against the typical drive for reproduction as most species, 
including ourselves, experience. The division of labour 
employed by this species means that their own individual 
fitness is en anced as it allo s ore e cient conversion of 
resources into re roductive ca acity , .   .

Overlap of generations as a causal factor for this 
behaviour

The high degree of social complexity observed in these 
colonies can be explained by the degree of close genetic 
relatedness from several overlapping generations. The 
social behaviour observed in honey bees is facilitated by a 
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Inside the Hive: the Science Behind 
our Beloved Honey Bees’ Evolutionary 
Behaviours
Ella Speers

Eusociality is a social behaviour observed across 
t e Art ro oda and ordata ylu s t at 
are characterised by reproductive division of 
labour, cooperative brood care and the overlap of 

generations. This complex and highly networked system 
has evolved over temporal and spatial scales to yield 
eac  individual it in a colony a s ecific role to erfor . 
n so e s ecies suc  as t e eloved oney ees Apis 
enus , el ers orkin  underneat  t e re roductive ueen 

never get to reproduce themselves, yet they care for new 
generations of young in the hive instead. 

t ould see  as if t is or anisation oes a ainst t e 
drive for life that the majority of organisms on the planet 
experience — to pass on their own successful genes to 
offspring; however, strong selection pressures have ensured 
that this phenomenon has become deeply rooted into some 
species’ systems. 

Honey bees have long been the focus of immense research 
efforts, so we now understand the intricate web of life inside 
the hive. 

The research done on this species begs to answer the 
question as to why cooperation should exist in a world 
dominated by intense competition for the survival of the 
fittest .

Reproductive division of labour

A reproductive division of labour is one of the key elements 
in definin  eusocial e aviour. f e start it  a s all scale 
example, division of labour can be seen at the cell level 
where it is basal. Asymmetric cleavage during meiosis 
yields ‘germ and soma’ cell distinction — somatic cells serve 
only somatic function in the animal’s body via mitosis, while 
germline cells produce the reproductive gametes. Despite 
both of these types of cells performing independent roles 
across time and space, their performance leads to the 
successful functioning of an entire individual as a whole. 
This divisive mechanism where somatic and germline cells 
stayed together in the body after dividing was evidently 
successful enough to become established at the cellular 
level, and evolution has since propelled it further up the 
biological hierarchy — into species level. 

As seen by the cells, multiple replicating entities remaining 
together after division forms a greater replicating system. 
At this higher species level, the division of labour is 
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and instead favoured one reproductive queen. This rule is a 
theorem that acts as a foundation to predict whether social 
behaviour evolves under combinations of relatedness, cost, 
and enefit .

a iltons rule ives an e uation to s o  en an 
or anis  s ould sacrifice t eir o n re roduction in order 
to el  relatives  iven as r   , ere r is t e de ree of 
relatedness et een t o individuals,  is t e enefit to t e 
reci ient of t e e aviour, and  is t e cost of t e e aviour 
to t e individual ivin  t e aid.  and  can e vie ed as 
lifeti e c an es in t e direct fitness . 

et er an or anis  s ould ake t is sacrifice or not 
depends on the value that is denoted by r. A gene for social 
behaviour is favoured by selective pressures if the sum of rB 
and  e ceeds ero . 

Honey bees have become one of the most successful 
insects on Earth due to their immense range span and 
establishment; and evidently their unique genetic system 
greatly contributes to this success. The honey bee colony 
arose through major evolutionary transitions that were 
de endent on coo eratin  entities findin  a situation of 
inclusive fitness t at ke t t e  to et er for t eir o n 
fitness enefit .

Today, these insects provide us with valuable resources and 
ecosystem services such as being key pollinators of our 

ora all over t e lanet. er a s ne t ti e you see a oney 
bee, think about the details of its hidden genes and how 
remarkable these are, as they allow for their widespread 
success and hence, ours too.

unique system of genetics known as haplodiploidy; a system 
in which females develop from fertilised diploid eggs, and 
males from unfertilised haploid eggs. The consequence 
of this is that the male passes on his entire genome to his 
offs rin , ile t e ueen asses on 0  of ers, eanin  
t at offs rin  are  related to one anot er. is enetic 
system creates an irregular genetic asymmetry in which full 
sisters are more closely related to each other than a mother 
is to er o n dau ters .

As a result, the dynamicity of the whole colony changes due 
to increased levels of relatedness. ssentially, t e fitness 
of an individual bee is based on the combined effects that 
its actions have on other individuals, weighted by their 
relatedness to that individual. 

us selection acts to a i ise inclusive fitness of t e 
entire colony, albeit through a trade off between expending 
energy into a bee’s own reproduction or investing in helping 
its relatives. The overall purpose of this behaviour is to 
increase t e a undance of eneficial alleles resent in t e 
colony, ic  is directly eneficial for all individuals due to 
their high degree of genetic relatedness. This cooperative 
behaviour is known as altruism, and can evolve between 
related individuals over ti e and s ace. n altruis , a ene 
directs aid at other individuals who are likely to bear the same 
gene to itself despite the reduced offspring of its bearer 

. ro  an evolutionary stand oint, e can understand 
that honey bee workers who rear their siblings are able 
to ac ieve a i al inclusive fitness en co ared to 
individuals o re roduce t e selves .

Using Hamilton’s rule, we can understand how evolution 
selected for the loss of reproductive organs in worker bees, 
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Chimpanzees and Bonobos Have a 
Human-Like Understanding of Death
Katherine McLean

Our understanding of what death and dying 
entail has long been viewed as one of the 
c aracteristics t at akes u ans uni ue 
2 . is understandin  is ter ed a once t of 

eat  o . t is unkno n o  early in u an evolution 
t e o  arose  et er it is restricted to our s ecies or 

ore idely resent in ri ates .  as interested in 
whether a comparative evolutionary perspective could shed 
li t on t is uestion. n a iolo ical ant ro olo ical conte t, 
a comparative approach means utilising observation and 
analysis of living non-human primates to help differentiate 
between biological and cultural drivers of human behaviour. 
Since e are t e only re ainin  e er of our enus, 
Homo, comparative primatology helps determine what traits 
stem from our shared primate heritage and what is uniquely 

u an. Su ose t e o  evolved early in our linea e. is 
could help contextualise ancient hominin behaviours, offer 
alternate e lanations for findin s in t e fossil record, or 
even spur a rethink of the possibility of pre-Homo sapiens 
burials.

As art of a su ervised researc  ro ect,  utilised t is 
co arative a roac  to investi ate t e o  in our closest 
living relatives: the two members of the genus Pan. A o  
in t e c i an ee P. troglodytes  and t e ono o P. 
paniscus  ould increase t e ro a ility t at a o  as also 
possessed by their last common ancestor with humans. 
This would then imply an early origin in our evolutionary 
story — perhaps associated with adaptations to increasing 
group size. Due to several factors, the most challenging 

being that death does not 
happen on command when 
you have a good project idea, 
 could not collect y o n 
ri ary data. nstead,  as 

restricted to other researchers’ 
opportunistic observations of 
Pan behaviours surrounding 
deat .  t us collated and 
systematically reviewed 
decades of these videographic, 

ritten, and oral records.  
analysed behaviours through 
a methodological framework 
 ada ted fro  studies of 

t e o  in u an infants 
and c ildren.  found t at 
chimpanzees and bonobos 
appear to have a simple but 

ultifaceted o , includin  
clear comprehension of death’s biological characteristics 
and some understanding of its more metaphysical aspects.

Chimpanzee and Bonobo Social Behaviour

Sociality and relations i s are inti ately connected to 
as ects of social co nition suc  as t e o . t is t us 
essential to have some basic knowledge of relevant 
chimpanzee and bonobo social structure and behavioural 

e i ility. e c i an ee and ono o ot  for  lar e 
ulti ale and ulti fe ale rou s t at occu y s ecific 

territories . eir everyday relations i s can reac  
a de t  of ondedness  only found in re roductive air 

onds in ot er s ecies . i an ees and ono os 
regularly show intense interest in the genitals of their group 
members, with interactions often involving mutual genital 
ins ection, s ellin , and roo in  , . eir interest in 
genitals is second only to their interest in each other’s faces 

. ot  s ecies ave e tre ely ierarc ical societies, 
although chimpanzees are more likely to reinforce their 

ierarc ies it  a ression and do inance dis lays , . 
Bonobos maintain more tolerant societies and utilise sex 
as a social tool for con ict resolution 0 . ot ers of ot  
species are known to continue to carry their infants after 
deat  .

Subcomponents of the Concept of Death 

e o  in non u an ani als as often een contested 
due to a lack of consistent definitions 2 . o ever, researc  
on t e o  in c ildren as a lon  and consistent istory . 

en assessin  t e develo ent of t e o  in c ildren, 

i an ee ot ers it  infants. a e y Su u foto fro  i a ay.
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they never would when alive. These included incidences 
of post-mortem cannibalism and cases where mothers 
carried deceased infants in atypical positions that would 
cause injury if the infant was still alive, such as gripping 
in t e out  or dra in  y a li  20 .  also recorded 
individuals as understanding non-functionality when they 
performed deliberate checks for functionality, such as hitting 
t e ody 2 , liftin  and dro in  li s , , , sni n  

enitals 22 2 , or ryin  o en t e out  to c eck for si ns 
of reat in  ,2 . t ust e noted ere t at an or anis s 
understanding of non-functionality can only be as complex 
as their understanding of functionality, e.g., a chimpanzee 
cannot be expected to check for cessation of brain activity, 
as they do not understand this to be a necessary part of life.

That chimpanzees and bonobos ceased their efforts 
to wake or revive dead group members after receiving 
no response indicated that they understood death, 
unlike slee , is irreversi le.  also recorded individuals as 
understanding irreversibility when they exhibited strong 
e otional res onses after receivin  no indications of life.  
observed a variety of such responses, including whimpering 
2 , screa in  2 , rockin  ack and fort  , tearin  
out air 2 , distur ed slee  2 , and refusal of food . 
So e older fe ale c i an ees ad entler, alt ou  
still emotional, reactions, such as grooming and cleaning 
t e ody or kee in  overni t rotective vi ils , 2 2 . 
One unique indication of universality was seen after a 
group of chimpanzees who had earlier killed a rogue group 

e er returned to t e scene to find t e ody re oved y 
u an researc ers . en t e rou  discovered t e 

disappearance, they showed fear and made alarm calls, 
indicating they understood both that the dead cannot move 
and that this non-functionality is irreversible—the dead 

researc ers reak t e o  into seven su co onents  
 non functionality deat  eans t e cessation of odily 

and ental functions  2  irreversi ility once an or anis  
is dead, it cannot e returned to life   universality deat  

a ens to, and only to, livin  t in s   inevita ility deat  
a ens to all livin  t in s   ersonal ortality deat  
ill a en to e   causality at causes deat  and 
 un redicta ility t e ti in  of deat  cannot e kno n in 

advance  2 .

 consider inevita ility and ortality to e su as ects of 
universality, as understanding death’s universality implicitly 
comprises understanding that this includes yourself, a 
livin  t in , and e cludes inani ate o ects.  also consider 
causality and unpredictability a cognitive step beyond the 
funda ental o . erefore, to investi ate t e o  in 
genus Pan,  colla sed t ese seven su co onents into 
only t ree   non functionality, ein  t e understandin  
that death results in the complete cessation of bodily and 

ental functions  2  irreversi ility, ein  t e understandin  
that once an organism is dead, it cannot be returned to life; 
and  universality, ein  t e understandin  t at deat  also 
happens to others — this includes only living things and all 
living things, including oneself.

Behavioural Indicators of the Concept of Death 

esearc  into t e ace and attern of t e develo ent of 
t e o  in u an c ildren relies on lan ua e and intervie s 

2 , so  ad to create non lin uistic e avioural 
equivalents for each criterion.

 recorded individuals as understandin  non functionality 
when they treated deceased group members’ bodies in ways 
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Subcomponent

Non-functionality

Irreversibility

Universality

Verbal indicators in children

Answering “No” to a variation on
“Can a dead thing do x?”. X could be
physical, like breathing or walking,
or mental, like thinking or feeling

[14]-[15].

Behavioural indicators in
chimpanzees and bonobos

Answering “No” to questions such as 
“Can a dead person come back to 
life?” and answering “How can you 

make dead things come back to life?” 
with some variation of “You cannot” [13].

Answering “Yes” to questions 
regarding the death of other living 
things, such as “Will x also die one 
day?”. X can be the child, another 

person, an animal, or a plant [13]-[15].

Treating deceased bodies in 
ways they never would if alive; 

post-mortem cannibalism; 
deliberately checking for functionality 

and signs of life.

no response; strong emotional  reactions to death; 
deliberate disposal of bodies.

Reacting to death in other species; 
showing increased caution and care

 for themselves or their loved ones.
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environment, indicating an understanding that the same 
death could happen to them. However, the opposite was 
observed: after seeing a group member fall and break his 
neck, a second chimpanzee almost fell himself when vines 

ave ay eneat  i  2 . e s o ed no e tra caution 
despite his group member’s death just hours earlier.

Chimpanzees and Bonobos Understand Death

en  rou t t ese dis arate incidents and e aviours 
together, it became clear that chimpanzees and bonobos 

ave a co le  o , includin  a co ent understandin  
of the biological subcomponents of non-functionality and 
irreversibility and at least some degree of comprehension of 
the more metaphysical subcomponent of universality. There 
is abundant evidence for non-functionality and irreversibility: 
chimpanzees and bonobos deliberately examine bodies for 
signs of life and have strong emotional reactions, analogous 
to rief in u ans, u on receivin  no res onse. n no 
case did  note a c i an ee or ono o continuin  t eir 
efforts to ake or revive a ody for any si nificant eriod 
after receiving no response. Adolescents and juveniles 
were seen to investigate bodies the longest, whereas 
older group members, who have likely encountered death 
before, interacted with the dead for a far shorter time. This 
difference su ests t at t e an o  is learnt, rat er t an 

should not suddenly return to life, get up, and walk away.

 found e avioural indicators of universality uc  
harder to identify, as this subcomponent is less about an 
organism’s immediate reaction to a death, which can be 
observed, and more about a mental transference of that 
death’s implications to future situations. One incident that 
may indicate a rudimentary understanding of universality 
occurred after a mother chimpanzee lost an infant to illness 
2 . S e eca e overly attac ed to er re ainin  c ild, a 
six-year-old, and began treating him like a baby — carrying 
him on her back, hand-feeding him, and sharing her night 
nest with him — as if she were afraid he too might die. 

eactin  to t e deat s of ot er s ecies can also indicate 
some degree of universality, as the individual is showing 
they can apply their understanding of death more broadly. 
A group of chimpanzees who encountered a dying baboon 

eca e very a itated  akin  alar  calls and sni n , 
strokin , and roo in  t e ody , 2 . ot  c i an ees 
and bonobos were also observed acting differently towards 
snakes after their death. They let infants and juveniles use 
the bodies as toys, rather than exhibiting their usual fear and 
avoidance .  as o in  to find evidence of individuals 
who witnessed an accidental death becoming increasingly 
cautious when later navigating the same dangerous 
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ant ro o or is , ut  elieve t at ant ro odenial, 
or the rejection of similarities between humans and our 
close relatives to kee  us on an evolutionary edestal , 
is orse. f t o closely related s ecies act si ilarly under 
similar circumstances, it is reasonable to theorise that they 
are si ilarly driven. erefore,  descri e t is e otional 
response to death as grief, and the behaviours that stem 
from it, such as grooming and keeping vigil, as mourning. 
n u ans, rief is an e otion, a feelin  of sorro  caused 

by distress over a loss, with mourning then being the social 
e aviours e i ited in res onse to t at rief 2 . As t e Pan 
o  a ears rooted in rief and ournin , it is reasona le 

to term it a socially driven phenomenon. This may help 
to contextualise behaviours throughout the hominin 
fa ily tree. e socially driven o  seen in c i an ees, 
bonobos, and humans likely evolved as an adaptation to 
protect against destabilisation caused by death. The more 
communal a species, the more effort is needed to protect 
a ainst social desta ilisation. i an ees and ono os, 
like u ans, are i ly social ani als to o  a defined 
hierarchy is vital for stability. Death impacts social groups by 
severing bonds, thus creating a rupture in the social fabric: 
the most gregarious animals have the most mourners as 
t ey ad nu erous stron  onds in life. e o  evolved 

ecause it is needed to function as a social sta iliser. f 
a species develops the ability to understand death, then 
t ey can feel rief. f a s ecies can feel rief, t en t ey can 

e in to ourn. f a s ecies can ourn, t en t ey can ore 
quickly re-categorise the living to dead, reform the social 
structure, and shape a new dominance network after death 
has left a hole in the hierarchy. 

innate, and t us close in nature to t e u an o , ic  is 
develo ed via e erience and teac in . o ever,  did not 
find satisfactory evidence of universality in c i an ee or 
bonobo behaviours. This was unexpected, as universality 
is t e first of t e t ree core su co onents to develo  in 

u an c ildren 2 . t is ossi le t at universality ay ave 
been absent from my data due to behaviours imperfectly 
re ectin  underlyin  t ou t rocesses and not due to an 
absence in cognitive capacities.

Shared Origins of the Human and Pan Concept of 
Death

One common thread in my research was that the individuals 
most affected by each death were those emotionally closest 
to the deceased. One chimpanzee, who died of illness, 
was a highly social individual who spent time with many 
different subgroups — accordingly, most of the group was 
interested in and interacted it  is ody 2 . ven t en, t e 
two individuals most affected were his closest friend, who 
visited his body more than any other male, and his adoptive 
aunt, who groomed his body, cleaned his teeth, and kept 
vi il after everyone else ad lon  since left. onversely, after 
the death of a low-ranked and socially peripheral female, the 
only group member to spend any time near the body was her 
dau ter 2 . nfants are also socially eri eral, avin  not 
yet formed any social networks. Unsurprisingly, in cases of 
infant death, only the mothers had any noticeable emotional 
res onse , ,22 . Pan behaviours around death appear to 
be simply a translation of the bonds created in life.

The Pan o  also a ears to e ore of an e otional reaction 
than categorisable behaviour. Many scholars criticise  
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that a ‘Great Filter’ stands between ordinary dead matter 
and advanced life t at ouris es. or u ans to t rive as 
a species like we are now, the appropriate conditions had to 

e resent at t e ri t ti e. t as een an arduous ourney 
fro  t e for ation of our star syste  to t e first ri onucleic 
acid NA . is su se uently led to t e esta lis ent of 
single and multicellular life and to the birth of complex 
organisms that utilise tools. Between each ‘checkpoint’, 
there are multiple ways in which the suitable conditions 
could have been absent, leading to our inexistence. 
Evolution is a complex biological process that — until the 

u lication of arles ar ins On the Origin of Species — 
e did not co re ensively understand . er a s t ere 

are microorganisms somewhere out in the universe, but 
the probability of such organisms evolving into intelligent 
sentient ein s is infinitesi al. 

Another suggestion that has been made concerning the 
reat ilter is t at su ciently develo ed civilisations 

eventually eliminate themselves, rendering the species 
e tinct it  no traces of t e  left e ind. ardas ev, 
N. S.  introduced a scale to classify tec nolo ically 
advanced civilisations according to the amount of energy 
they consume. Decades since, extended versions of the 

ardas ev ave een su ested a le 2  0 . A y e  
civilization is able to fully harness the energy that reaches 
its o e lanet fro  its arent star . asalla .  
clai s t at e are not a y e  civili ation yet as e are 
unable to capture all the radiant energy streaming down on 

art . ur resent civili ation is closer to a y e 0. , and 
scientists ave redicted t at e ill attain y e  status 

y 2  2, . As a y e 0.  civilisation, e already 
possess weapons of mass destruction that can destroy 
t e art  ulti le ti es over. A o ent of selfis ness 

and carelessness could send us down a rabbit hole. As a 
species, we are also battling climate change. A new report 

enerated y t e United Nations UN  entioned t at e 
must act now and reduce carbon emissions before we tread 
on an irreversi le at  to ard cli ate disaster . li ate 
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Are We Alone in the Universe?

Art ur . larke, a science riter and futurist, once 
said, The idea that we are the only intelligent 
creatures in a cosmos of a hundred million 
galaxies is so preposterous that there are very few 

astronomers today who would take it seriously. It is safest 
to assume, therefore, that they are out there and to consider 
the manner in which this fact may impinge upon human 
society.” The universe is approximately 93 billion light-years 
in dia eter and is e andin  at rou ly .  illion k s 

. n ot er ords, en travellin  at t e s eed of li t 
a ro i ately   0  s , it ould take an individual 

93 billion years to travel across the universe. Many people 
are curious as to why we still have not encountered extra-
terrestrial  life, des ite t e oundless ossi ilities t at 
exist within the vast expense of the universe. This is also 
kno n as t e er i arado , ic  descri es t e con ict 
between expecting a high probability of the existence of 
intelligent life elsewhere in the universe compared to the 
e ty  universe e o serve 2 . Anot er ter  used to 
describe this silence and loneliness we are experiencing is 
t e reat Silence  .

Scientists ave ondered t e e istence of  life for 
centuries. n , astro ysicist rank rake develo ed an 
equation — the Drake equation — that seeks to determine 
the potential number of intelligent civilisations in our 

ala y a le  . o ever, any sce tics clai  t at t e 
equation relies on too many assumptions and that the actual 
number of intelligent civilisations will more likely than not 
vastly differ from our predictions. Furthermore, scientists 

ave ro osed odifications and novel a roac es to t e 
ori inal e uation in recent years . is article e lores 
a few of the many proposed theories as to why we have yet 
to encounter ET life. 

The Great Filter

Despite the universe being incredibly ancient, we do not 
have any solid evidence of ET intelligence colonising our 
solar syste  or near y syste s. . anson  su ests 

Lucas Tan

N = R* • fp • ne • f1 • fi • fc • L

N = Number of civilisations in our galaxy in which communication is possible
R* = Average rate of start production

fp = Fraction of stars with planetary systems
Ne = Number of planets per solar system that can potentially support life
f1 = Fraction of suitable planets on which life actually appears

fc = Fraction of civilisation that develop a technology that produces detectable signs of their existence
L = Average length of time such civilisations produce such signs (years)

Table 1
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We Are Not Worth Contacting

When considering the age of the universe, we are an 
extremely young civilisation. To put this into perspective, 
scientists use t e os ic alendar, ic  co resses 
the timeline of the universe’s birth to our current time of 
technological development and globalisation. Based on this 
fra e ork, it  t e i  an  occurrin  on t e e act first 
second of Ne  ear s ay, t e first u ans only a eared 
on ece er , at a ro i ately 22 0. A riculture as 
only invented y u ans on ece er , at 2 20 20 . 

e cos ic calendar de onstrates o  insi nificant our 
species is on a grand scale. Over the billion years in which 
the universe has come into existence, there could have 
been civilizations that are more than a thousand-fold more 
advanced than us. Like how we would not teach bacteria 
calculus,  life ay not find contactin  us ort ile. 
t is undenia le t at e ave ade reat strides in any 

aspects ranging from technological developments like 
s art ones and aero lanes to scientific reakt rou s 
like the ability to edit our genes, amongst others. However, 
one ust ackno led e t at any social and scientific 

ro le s still e ist. ere are ore t an 20 on oin  ilitary 
con icts orld ide due to civil ars, territorial dis utes and 
transnational terroris  2 . urt er ore, t ere ave een 
increasing inequalities in areas such as health and wealth, 
and many debilitating diseases still plague the population 
worldwide with no cure. As a species, we have much to 
learn and discover. Our lack of knowledge and wisdom, 
compared to potential ancient ET civilisations, may be why 
we have yet to encounter ET life.

Communication Di!erences

ere are a ro i ately ,  u an lan ua es s oken 
today 22 . en considerin  et ods of co unication 
the millions of species of animals worldwide use, we end up 
with a manifold of communication methods. The dolphin, 
for example, communicates through three known types of 
acoustic signals: burst-pulsed sounds, echolocation, and 
fre uency odulated istles 2 . ife on art  alone 
communicates through a multitude of modalities. While 

change can lead to detrimental health outcomes; worse 
still, due to the unprecedented rate at which glacial ice is 
melting, thousands of microbes are now being released and 
reactivated into terrestrial and aquatic environments, which 
can lead to e ide ics or even ande ics , . e reat 
Filter is a fantastic hypothesis for why we may not have 
encountered  life. ecklessness and i norance could 
have led to the fall of once glorious civilisations, preventing 
us from ever discovering their existence. 

The Zoo Hypothesis

n , Jo n A. all ro osed t e oo y ot esis . 
The hypothesis posits that intelligent life avoids interacting 
with us on purpose and that — like how we keep animals 
in enclosures and view them from a distance — they view 
the areas we reside in like a zoo. As a result, we will never 
discover ET life as they want to remain hidden from us, 
and they possess the technological capabilities to ensure 
it re ains so . e oo y ot esis is so e at si ilar 
to t e ri e irective   t e elief t at every society as 
the right to unimpeded and natural development — in the 
fa ous series Star rek . uc  of t e oo y ot esis 
is about respecting the autonomy of other civilisations, 
allowing infant civilisations to pursue their own destiny 
without interference. There is a possibility that advanced 
civilisations millions or billions of years older than us are 
watching us from the sidelines, waiting for us to achieve what 
they would consider intellectual, social and technological 
maturity. However, the concept that incredibly advanced 
beings are interested in the natural evolution of life on Earth 
sounds a little self centred . ro  an ant ro ocentric 
standpoint, we have never been great at non-interference 
with populations of other lands and differing cultures. Why 
should we assume that, unlike us, other civilisations are 

eaceful and altruistic  e oo y ot esis assu es t at 
other civilisations care about our natural development. The 
contrasting proposal to this is that we are simply not worth 
contacting.  
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then be no incentive in exhausting resources to travel to 
Earth and interact with life here.  

To conclude, there are many suggestions made as to why 
we have not encountered ET life, most of which are plausible. 

ould e indeed e alone, or are t e tec nolo ical arriers to 
cross for interstellar interaction simply too high for us now? 
Even if we discover ET life over the next few centuries, there 
are multiple implications to consider. Fundamentally, our 
worldview will evolve. ET life will probably be vastly different 
fro  at ost eo le e ect t e  to e  reen fi ures 
with large round eyes, or other cinematic representations of 
ETs. Whether the vast universe we reside in has other life 
forms remains to be seen.
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we have sent and received 
many signals to and from 
space, we still have never 
directly interacted with 

 intelli ence. urrent 
scientists involved in the 
Searc  for traterrestrial 
ntelli ence S  atte t 

to communicate with ET life 
by relying on the assumption 
that the basic principles of 
chemistry, mathematics 
and physics hold true 
t rou out t e universe 2 . 
This assumption may be 

ron , and ot er scientific 
principles could govern the 
environment in which ET life 
thrives. Another challenge to 
communicating with ET life is 
the time it takes for civilisations 
to receive signals from other life forms. For example, a radio 
si nal e ave received fro  2 illion li t years a ay 
would mean that an ET civilization sent the signal toward 
us 2 illion years a o. y no , t e civilisation t at sent 
said signal could have destroyed themselves or would have 
become so advanced that they have decided not to contact 
us. Si ilarly, e could send a si nal into s ace no , and if 
a civilization one million light-years away receives it far into 
the future, we may have been long gone. Another interesting 
thought experiment is that ET life who look through a 
telescope — that must be technologically capable beyond 
human comprehension — would not see the technological 

ro ress e ave ade. f an  s ecies fro   illion 
light-years away looked at Earth through their telescope, 
they would see dinosaurs roaming around. There would 

a e y StockSna  fro  i a ay
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Closing Comments

That concludes yet another issue of Scientific. It’s always a bittersweet page for us. We’d like to say an 
enormous thank you yet again to our talented group of guest writers, we appreciate the sharing of your 
passion and knowledge more than you know. Another thank you to our dedicated executive team who 

contributed an article this edition, and to the rest of the team who consistently prioritise the mission of the 
publication. 

In the time between our last issue and the one that you’re holding, we held a science communication 
workshop with Auckland University Women in Science, where two fantastic speakers gave up their time to 
share their experiences in science communication as a field. We’d like to publicly express our gratitude to 

Scott Pilkington and Paul Panckhurst for their invaluable insights. 

We’ve been working behind the scenes with a number of wonderful organisations to bring you updated 
perspectives on scientific issues, and the possibility of events in the future. Stay tuned into our social media 
for more information on that in the future. Also, keep having a go at our Instagram quizzes — they certainly 

keep the exec team entertained. 

Ngā mihi nui,
Stella Huggins, President for UoA Scientific 2022

In the previous Issue 1, Volume 2, in the article The Ecology of Undesirable Organisms, it is stated that 
adult wasps do not eat insects. However adult social wasps (Vespidae) do eat insects and arachnids. 

Solitary wasps do not eat insects. 

I’m a magazine, but I have feelings too. Don’t throw me away!


